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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to agricultural har-
vesters, and, more particularly, to agricultural harvesters
with crop material elevators.
[0002] Combines are used to harvest agricultural crops
such as corn, soybeans, wheat and other grain crops.
As the combine is driven through crop fields, the combine
cuts the crop, separates the desired crop from the unde-
sired waste, stores the crop, and discards the waste.
[0003] In a typical combine, a header is mounted to
the front of the combine to gather the crop and feed the
crop into the combine for processing. As the combine is
driven through the field, the crop material is collected by
the header and deposited into a feeder housing. The crop
material is then transported upwardly and into the com-
bine by a feed elevator located within the feeder housing.
The crop material then passes through a threshing and
separating mechanism. In a rotary combine, the thresh-
ing and separating mechanism includes a rotor, a thresh-
ing concave, a rotor cage, and a separating grate. As
crop material passes between the rotor, the threshing
concave and the separating grate, the crop material is
impacted and/or rubbed, thereby causing the grain to
separate from the stalk material. The stalk material that
is separated from the grain is commonly referred to as
material other than grain (MOG). Other types of com-
bines are also known that perform similar functions using
different mechanisms.
[0004] After passing through the threshing and sepa-
rating assembly, grain and MOG are deposited onto a
grain cleaning system. The grain cleaning system of a
typical combine includes a plurality of adjustable cleaning
sieves, often referred to as a chaffer sieve and a shoe
sieve. The sieves are typically reciprocated back and
forth in opposite directions along an arcuate path. This
motion has the tendency to separate the grain from the
MOG. To further separate the grain from the MOG, a
cleaning fan or blower is positioned so as to blow air up
through the cleaning sieves. This flow of air tends to blow
the MOG, which is typically lighter than grain, rearwardly
and out the back of the combine. Grain, which is heavier
than MOG, is allowed to drop through the openings in
the sieve.
[0005] The clean grain that falls through the cleaning
sieves is deposited on a collection panel positioned be-
neath the cleaning sieves. The collection panel is angled
so as to permit the grain to flow, under the influence of
gravity, into an auger trough positioned along the lower-
most edge of the collection panel. The auger trough is
typically positioned near the forward end of the cleaning
sieves and extends along the width of the sieves. The
grain collected in the auger trough is then moved by an
auger towards the side of the combine where it is raised
by a grain elevator and deposited into a storage tank or
grain tank. Other systems also exist that can utilize, for

example, a loop conveyor system which eliminates the
need for a conventional cross auger. An example of a
grain elevator with a loop conveyor system is disclosed
in EP 2 798 945 A1.
[0006] The elevator in the agricultural harvester deliv-
ers the grain to the storage tank and is subject to constant
wear imposed by the granular material, particularly in the
areas of the elevator that change the flow direction. Two
areas most affected are the boot door which is a curved
section at the bottom of the elevator and the head door
which is at the top of the elevator. Currently, these doors
are hinged so as to permit access and service life remov-
al. Because the crop material impinges on the surface of
these doors, wear is an important consideration. As a
result the doors are typically made of rolled, formed steel
that has a thickness of around 3 © mm and is heat treated.
While this addresses the issue of wear and service life,
it does not solve the issue of the difficulty of fitting the
curved door to preformed contours of the elevator side-
walls. Typically rolled steel is not able to totally match
the contours of the side wall curved cut and any discrep-
ancies can result in leakage which takes away from effi-
ciency.
[0007] What is needed in the art is an agricultural har-
vester with improved elevator effectiveness, efficiency
and durability.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention provides an agricultural
harvester with an elevator having a flexible wear material
in curved portions.
[0009] The invention also comprises a wall section for
a combine elevator having interior walls exposed to crop
material. The wall section has an outer sheet of flexible
steel secured to the elevator walls at least over a portion
of the outer sheet’s margins and a flexible ultra high mo-
lecular weight Polyethylene (UHMW-PE) plastic material
or other durable wear resistant flexible material overlying
the face of the sheet facing the interior of the elevator.
[0010] The invention, in another form, is directed to a
crop material elevator including: a housing having a crop
material inlet, a boot portion forming a bottom of the hous-
ing, a top, a grain inlet and a grain outlet; a driving loop
held within the housing extends from the boot portion
toward the top of the housing; a plurality of paddles con-
nected to the driving loop and configured to convey crop
material away from the boot portion toward the top of the
housing; a wall section of the crop material elevator in-
cludes an outer sheet of flexible steel secured to the el-
evator walls at least over a portion of the outer sheet’s
margins and a flexible UHMW-PE plastic material or oth-
er durable wear resistant flexible material overlying the
face of the sheet facing the interior of the elevator.
[0011] An agricultural harvester is also disclosed, said
harvester includes a crop material elevator according to
the invention including: a chassis; at least one ground
engaging traction member connected to the chassis; a
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cleaning system held by the chassis and configured to
clean crop material; and an elevator supplied with the
crop material cleaned by the cleaning system. The ele-
vator includes a housing having a crop material inlet that
receives the crop material, a boot portion that forms a
bottom of the housing,; a plurality of paddles configured
to convey the crop material through the housing and away
from the boot portion in a generally vertical direction. A
wall section includes an outer sheet of flexible steel ma-
terial secured to the elevator housing at least over a por-
tion of the outer sheet’s margin and a flexible UHMW-PE
plastic material or other durable wear resistant flexible
material overlying the face of the sheet facing the interior
of the elevator.
[0012] An advantage of the present invention is that it
can increase the durability of the elevator in the agricul-
tural harvester.
[0013] Another advantage is that the elevator is more
efficient.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The above-mentioned and other features and
advantages of this invention, and the manner of attaining
them, will become more apparent and the invention will
be better understood by reference to the following de-
scription of embodiments of the invention taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment of an
agricultural harvester according to the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 2 is a cutaway perspective view of a portion of
the agricultural harvester shown in Fig. 1, showing
a portion of a cleaning system and elevator;
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of an embodiment of the
elevator shown in Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is a cutaway perspective view of a boot door
of the elevator shown in Figs. 2-3; and,
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a head door of the
elevator shown in Figs. 2-3;

[0015] Corresponding reference characters indicate
corresponding parts throughout the several views. The
exemplifications set out herein illustrate embodiments of
the invention and such exemplifications are not to be con-
strued as limiting the scope of the invention in any man-
ner.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0016] The terms "grain", "straw" and "tailings" are
used principally throughout this specification for conven-
ience but it is to be understood that these terms are not
intended to be limiting. Thus "grain" refers to that part of
the crop material which is threshed and separated from
the discardable part of the crop material, which is referred
to as non-grain crop material, MOG or straw. Incomplete-

ly threshed crop material is referred to as "tailings". Also
the terms "forward", "rearward", "left" and "right", when
used in connection with the agricultural harvester and/or
components thereof are usually determined with refer-
ence to the direction of forward operative travel of the
harvester, but again, they should not be construed as
limiting. The terms "longitudinal" and "transverse" are de-
termined with reference to the fore-and-aft direction of
the agricultural harvester and are equally not to be con-
strued as limiting.
[0017] Referring now to the drawings, and more par-
ticularly to Fig. 1, there is shown an agricultural harvester
in the form of a combine 10, which generally includes a
chassis 12, ground engaging wheels 14 and 16, a header
18, a feeder housing 20, an operator cab 22, a threshing
and separating system 24, a cleaning system 26, a grain
tank 28, and an unloading auger 30. It should be appre-
ciated that while the agricultural harvester is shown as
combine 10, the agricultural harvester according to the
present invention can be any type of construction that
allows for crop material to be harvested such as a con-
ventional combine (which does not have a rotor), rotary
combine, hybrid combine, chopper harvester, etc.
[0018] Front wheels 14 are larger flotation type wheels,
and rear wheels 16 are smaller steerable wheels. Motive
force is selectively applied to front wheels 14 through a
power plant in the form of a diesel engine 32 and a trans-
mission (not shown). Although combine 10 is shown as
including wheels, is also to be understood that combine
10 may include tracks, such as full tracks or half tracks.
[0019] Header 18 is mounted to the front of combine
10 and includes a cutter bar 34 for severing crops from
a field during forward motion of combine 10. A rotatable
reel 36 feeds the crop into header 18, and a double auger
38 feeds the severed crop laterally inwardly from each
side toward feeder housing 20. Feeder housing 20 con-
veys the cut crop to threshing and separating system 24,
and is selectively vertically movable using appropriate
actuators, such as hydraulic cylinders (not shown).
[0020] Threshing and separating system 24 is of the
axial-flow type, and generally includes a rotor 40 at least
partially enclosed by and rotatable within a correspond-
ing perforated concave 42. The cut crops are threshed
and separated by the rotation of rotor 40 within concave
42, and larger elements, such as stalks, leaves and the
like are discharged from the rear of combine 10. Smaller
elements of crop material including grain and non-grain
crop material, including particles lighter than grain, such
as chaff, dust and straw, are discharged through perfo-
rations of concave 42.
[0021] Grain which has been separated by the thresh-
ing and separating assembly 24 falls onto a grain pan 44
and is conveyed toward cleaning system 26. Cleaning
system 26 may include an optional pre-cleaning sieve
46, an upper sieve 48 (also known as a chaffer sieve), a
lower sieve 50 (also known as a shoe sieve), and a clean-
ing fan 52. Grain on sieves 46, 48 and 50 is subjected to
a cleaning action by fan 52 which provides an airflow
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through the sieves to remove chaff and other impurities
such as dust from the grain by making this material air-
borne for discharge from straw hood 54 of combine 10.
Grain pan 44 and pre-cleaning sieve 46 oscillate in a
fore-to-aft manner to transport the grain and finer non-
grain crop material to the upper surface of upper sieve
48. Upper sieve 48 and lower sieve 50 are vertically ar-
ranged relative to each other, and likewise oscillate in a
fore-to-aft manner to spread the grain across sieves 48,
50, while permitting the passage of cleaned grain by grav-
ity through the openings of sieves 48, 50.
[0022] Clean grain falls to a clean grain auger 56 po-
sitioned crosswise below and in front of lower sieve 50.
Clean grain auger 56 receives clean grain from each
sieve 48, 50 and from bottom pan 62 of cleaning system
26. Clean grain auger 56 conveys the clean grain laterally
to a generally vertically arranged elevator 60, which can
also be referred to as a grain elevator, for transport to
grain tank 28. Tailings from cleaning system 26 fall to a
tailings auger on 62. The tailings are transported via tail-
ings auger 64 and return auger 66 to the upstream end
of cleaning system 26 for repeated cleaning action. Grain
tank augers 68 at the bottom of grain tank 28 convey the
clean grain laterally within grain tank 28 to unloading au-
ger 30 for discharge from combine 10.
[0023] The non-grain crop material proceeds through
a residue handling system 70. Residue handling system
70 may include a chopper, counter knives, a windrow
door and a residue spreader.
[0024] Referring now to Fig. 2, a portion of the agricul-
tural harvester 10 with the cleaning system 26 and ele-
vator 60 is shown in better detail. As can be seen, crop
material is supplied to the elevator 60 through the clean-
ing system 26, which is shown generically as a block to
illustrate that any sort and portion of a cleaning system
could supply crop material to the elevator 60. When the
cleaning system 26 shown in Fig. 1 supplies crop material
to the elevator 60, the crop material can be supplied to
the elevator 60 utilizing clean grain auger 56. It should
be appreciated that the elevator 60 can be supplied with
crop material from more than one auger or a mechanism
besides an auger, depending on the configuration of the
cleaning system.
[0025] Referring now to Fig. 3, the elevator 60 is shown
in greater detail. As can be seen, the elevator 60 includes
a housing 74 with a crop material inlet 76 supplied with
clean grain from the cleaning system 26, a boot portion
78 that forms a bottom of the housing 74. It should be
understood that while clean grain is described as the crop
material being transported through the elevator 60 when
referencing Figs. 3-5, other crop material such as tailings
could also be transported through the elevator 60, or
grain that is not acceptably clean due to high concentra-
tions of MOG. It should also be understood that the ele-
vator 60 can have any relative position to the cleaning
system 26 that allows for crop material to be conveyed
from the cleaning system 26 to the elevator 60. A driving
loop 84, shown here as a drive chain, is held within the

housing 74 and extends from the boot portion 78 of the
housing 74 toward a top 86 (shown in Figs. 1-2) of the
housing 74. Although the driving loop 84 is shown as
being a drive chain, which can also be referred to as an
endless chain, the driving loop 84 could also be a belt, a
cable, or other similar construction that forms a loop
through the housing 74 and can be driven to rotate
throughout the housing 74. Paddles 88 are connected to
the driving loop 84, which can be driven by sprockets 90
to move the paddles 88 through the housing 74 along
the driving loop 84 and convey clean grain from the crop
material inlet 76 to the top 86 of the housing 74, where
the crop material can be unloaded to the grain tank 28.
As shown in Fig. 3, the paddles 88 rotate about the lower
sprocket 90 in a counter-clockwise direction, indicated
by arrow 92. In this sense, the paddles 88 each have a
leading edge 94 which the crop material will rest on during
vertical transport up the elevator 60 and a lagging edge
96 that is a bottom of the paddles 88. As shown in Figs.
3-4, the housing 74 has a mostly rectangular cross-sec-
tion, except for the boot portion 78 forming the bottom of
the housing 74, which has a semi-circular shape. The
boot portion 78 has a semi-circular shape to allow for
paddles 88 to rotate about the sprocket 90 near the bot-
tom of the housing 74 and transition from a vertical de-
scent down the elevator 60 toward the boot portion 78
into a vertical ascent up the elevator 60 away from the
boot portion 78 and toward the top 86 of the housing 74.
[0026] Fig. 4 shows a detail of the elevator boot section
78. An elevator boot door generally indicated at 120 in-
cludes an outer sheet of flexible steel 122. Sheet 122 is
formed from steel that has a thickness of about 1.5 mm.
Sheet 122 has a sheet 124 of ultra high molecular weight
(UHMW-PE) plastic material overlying it on the wall fac-
ing the interior of the elevator 60. Material making up
sheet 124 can be any one of a number of high molecular
weight materials, for example high density polyethylene
plastic. The sheet 122 is pivotally secured to a wall 126
of elevator 60 through a hinge section 128 and a remov-
able pin 130. The opposite end of sheet 122 is connected
to a wall 132 of elevator 60 through an over center latch
mechanism indicated at 134.
[0027] The UHMW-PE material 124 is secured to sheet
122 by appropriate fasteners 136 and to the wall 126 of
elevator 120 through flush fasteners 138. It should be
noted that in Fig. 4 the movement of the paddles 88 is in
a clockwise rotation whereas the orientation in Fig. 3
which is taken from the opposite side shows movement
in a counterclockwise direction. The elevator boot door
120 wraps around a curved end wall 140 of the elevator
60 and because both the sheet 122 and the UHMW-PE
material 124 are flexible, they will conform to whatever
shape is presented by side wall 140. As a result, the gap
between the two is essentially minimized if not eliminat-
ed.
[0028] By providing the UHMW-PE material 124 as the
contact barrier between the crop material and the sheet
122, the service life can be greatly increased. The flexi-
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bility of the UHMW-PE material 124 allows it to have
much greater wear resistance than an equivalent steel
panel. By providing the flexibility in the sheets, disassem-
bly for ultimate replacement of the UHMW-PE material
124 is greatly facilitated achieving not only high service
life but efficient movement of crop material.
[0029] The same benefits applied to the boot door 120
shown in Fig. 4 can be applied to the upper end 86 shown
on Fig. 5 having a head door generally indicated by 142.
Head door 142 has an outer flexible steel sheet 144 that
can conform to the curved edges of side walls 146. Sheet
144 is pivotally connected to the sidewalls 146 by a re-
movable pin 148 retained within a bracket 150 affixed to
sheet 144 by appropriate means. A UHMW-PE sheet is
secured to sheet 144 by fasteners 154 located adjacent
the pivot pin 148. The sheet 152 is formed from material
similar to that for sheet 124 shown in Fig. 4. An over
center latch 156 allows the head door 142 to be pivoted
out for inspection and/or replacement of the UHMW-PE
sheet 152. As in the case with the configuration shown
in Fig. 4 the UHMW-PE sheet 152 and sheet 144 will flex
to meet the contours of the side walls 146, thus providing
an efficient sealing at the junction between the corre-
sponding walls and the respective doors. The sheet 144
may be typically 1.5 mm steel and the UHMW material
152 is 4.78 mm although it can be found in a range of
material thickness depending upon the application.

Claims

1. A crop material elevator (60), comprising:

a housing (74) including a crop material inlet
(76), a boot portion (78) forming a bottom of said
housing (74), and a top (86);
a driving loop (84) held within said housing (74)
that extends from said boot portion (78) toward
said top (86) of said housing (74);
a plurality of paddles (88) connected to said driv-
ing loop (84) and configured to convey crop ma-
terial away from said boot portion (78) toward
said top (86) of said housing (74); and
characterized in that a wall section of the crop
material elevator (60) comprises an outer sheet
(122) of flexible steel secured to said elevator
housing (74) at least over a portion of the outer
sheet’s margins and a flexible ultra high molec-
ular weight (UHMW-PE) material plastic and/or
a durable wear resistant flexible material over-
lying the face of the sheet (122) facing the inte-
rior of the elevator (60).

2. The crop material elevator (60) as claimed in claim
1, wherein said wall section is in a curved section of
the elevator (60) and comprises at least one of a
boot door and a head door.

3. The crop material elevator (60) as claimed in claim
2, wherein said wall section (126,132) is a boot door
positioned at the bottom of the housing (74) for said
elevator (60).

4. The crop material elevator (60) as claimed in claim
2, wherein said wall section (126,132) is a head door
positioned at the top (86) of said elevator (60).

5. The crop material elevator (60) as claimed in claim
1, further comprising a hinge for connecting said wall
section (126,132) to the elevator (60) housing (74).

6. The crop material elevator (60) as claimed in claim
5, wherein said UHMW-PE material plastic and/or
durable wear resistant flexible material is secured to
the sheet (122) adjacent the hinge structure.

7. The crop material elevator (60) as claimed in claim
6, further comprising a removable latch positioned
on said wall section (126,132) opposite the hinge
connection.

8. An agricultural harvester, comprising:

a chassis;
at least one ground engaging traction member
connected to said chassis;
a cleaning system held by said chassis and con-
figured to clean crop material; and
a crop material elevator (60) according to any
one of the claims 1-7, the crop material elevator
(60) being configured to be supplied with the
crop material cleaned by said cleaning system.

Patentansprüche

1. Erntegutelevator (60) mit:

einem Gehäuse (74), das einen Ernteguteinlass
(76), einen Fußabschnitt (78), der ein unteres
Ende des Gehäuses (74) bildet, und ein oberes
Ende (86) umfasst;
einer antreibenden Umlaufeinrichtung (84), die
im Gehäuse (74) aufgenommen ist und sich vom
Fußabschnitt (78) in Richtung des oberen En-
des (86) des Gehäuses (74) erstreckt;
einer Mehrzahl von Schaufeln (88), die mit der
antreibenden Umlaufeinrichtung (84) verbun-
den ist und dazu eingerichtet ist, Erntegut aus
dem Fußabschnitt (78) in Richtung des oberen
Endes (86) des Gehäuses (74) zu fördern; und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein
Wandabschnitt des Erntegutelevators (60) ein
äußeres Blech (122) aus flexiblem Stahl, das
zumindest entlang eines Teils des Rands des
äußeren Blechs am Elevatorgehäuse (74) be-
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festigt ist, und ein flexibles ultrahochmolekula-
res Kunststoffmaterial (UHMW-PE) und/oder
ein langlebiges, verschleißfestes flexibles Ma-
terial umfasst, das die Fläche des Blechs (122)
bedeckt, die dem Inneren des Elevators (60) zu-
gewandt ist.

2. Erntegutelevator (60) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Wandabschnitt sich in einem gekrümmten Abschnitt
des Elevators (60) befindet und zumindest eine aus
einer unteren Klappe und einer oberen Klappe um-
fasst.

3. Erntegutelevator (60) nach Anspruch 2, wobei der
Wandabschnitt (126, 132) eine untere Klappe ist, die
am unteren Ende des Gehäuses (74) des Elevators
(60) angeordnet ist.

4. Erntegutelevator (60) nach Anspruch 2, wobei der
Wandabschnitt (126, 132) eine obere Klappe ist, die
am oberen Ende (86) des Elevators (60) angeordnet
ist.

5. Erntegutelevator (60) nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin mit
einem Gelenk zum Verbinden des Wandabschnitts
(126, 132) mit dem Elevatorgehäuse (74).

6. Erntegutelevator (60) nach Anspruch 5, wobei das
UHMW-PE Kunststoffmaterial und/oder das langle-
bige, verschleißfeste flexible Material neben der Ge-
lenkanordnung am Blech (122) befestigt ist.

7. Erntegutelevator (60) nach Anspruch 6, weiterhin mit
einem lösbaren Riegel, der gegenüber der Gelenk-
verbindung mit dem Wandabschnitt (126, 132) ver-
bunden ist.

8. Landwirtschaftliche Erntemaschine mit:

einem Fahrgestell;
zumindest einem mit dem Boden eingreifenden
Traktionselement, das mit dem Fahrgestell ver-
bunden ist;
einem Reinigungssystem, das vom Fahrgestell
getragen wird und dazu eingerichtet ist, Ernte-
gut zu reinigen; und
einem Erntegutelevator (60) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 7, wobei der Erntegutelevator (60)
dazu eingerichtet ist, mit dem Erntegut versorgt
zu werden, das vom Reinigungssystem gerei-
nigt wird.

Revendications

1. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60), comprenant :

un caisson (74) comprenant une entrée de ma-

tière de récolte (76), une section de pied (78)
formant le fond du dit caisson (74), et un sommet
(86) ;
une boucle d’entraînement (84) maintenue à
l’intérieur du dit caisson (74) qui s’étend de ladite
partie de chargement (78) vers ledit sommet
(86) du dit caisson (74) ;
plusieurs palettes (88) connectées à ladite bou-
cle d’entraînement (84) et configurées pour
transporter de la matière de récolte à partir de
ladite section de pied (78) vers ledit sommet (86)
du dit caisson (74) ; et
caractérisé en ce qu’une section de paroi de
l’élévateur de matière de récolte (60) comprend
une tôle fine (122) extérieure d’acier flexible
fixée au dit caisson d’élévateur (74) au moins
sur la partie des bords de la tôle fine extérieure
et un matériau polyéthylène de masse molaire
très élevée (UHMW-PE) et/ou un matériau flexi-
ble durable résistant à l’usure recouvrant la face
de la tôle fine (122) tournée vers l’intérieur de
l’élévateur (60).

2. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel ladite section de paroi est
située dans une section courbée de l’élévateur (60)
et comprend une porte de pied et/ou une porte de
tête.

3. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel ladite section de paroi
(126,132) est une porte de pied positionnée au ni-
veau du fond du caisson (74) pour ledit élévateur
(60).

4. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel ladite section de paroi
(126,132) est une porte de tête positionnée au ni-
veau du sommet (86) du dit élévateur (60).

5. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon la reven-
dication 1, comprenant en outre une charnière pour
relier ladite section de paroi (126,132) au niveau du
caisson (74) de l’élévateur (60).

6. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon la reven-
dication 5, dans lequel le dit matériau plastique UH-
MW-PE et/ou le matériau flexible durable et résistant
à l’usure est fixé à la tôle fine (122) de façon adja-
cente à la structure de charnière.

7. Élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon la reven-
dication 6, comprenant en outre un verrou amovible
positionné sur ladite section de paroi (126,132) en
regard de la connexion de charnière.

8. Machine de récolte agricole, comprenant :

9 10 
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un châssis ;
au moins un élément de traction d’attaque du
sol connecté au dit châssis ;
un système de nettoyage maintenu par ledit
châssis et conçu pour nettoyer la matière de
récolte ; et
un élévateur de matière de récolte (60) selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, l’élé-
vateur de matière de récolte (60) étant conçu
pour être alimenté en matière de récolte net-
toyée par ledit système de nettoyage.
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